
Proposal To Abolish the Dual-Token System on Nova Network 

 

Core Proposal: 

To abolish the dual-token system present on Nova Network, eliminating Nova Token (NBK), rendering 

Supernova Token (SNT) the only officially supported token, used for all endeavours where tokens or 

coins are required in any of the platforms we support, including for governance. 

Reason: 

NBK has lost momentum, has no significant available liquidity to work as a functional trading vehicle, 

and has suffered from aggressive whaling since its conception, with wallets that have spent negligible 

amounts of money to purchase the token holding more than 50% of its available supply. The token 

has lost more than 90% of its value and market cap, and as of today also does not have a functional 

place in our ecosystem, with its main function of Fantom governance becoming meaningless with the 

discontinuation of NovaSwap and NovaDEX on Fantom. 

Compensation: 

Considering Nova Token (NBK) will remain tradeable, holders will be compensated and airdropped 

Supernova Token (SNT) in US Dollar equivalence of their Nova Token (NBK) holdings as of 20/05/2022, 

time when a holdings’ snapshot has been taken, in different ratios depending on the size of their 

holdings – favouring small holders, and capped at SNT 5,000 per allocation. 

SNT’s Price at Snapshot: USD 0.02017 

NBK’s Price at Snapshot: USD 0.000338 

Compensation Ratio Table: 

Holdings Size in NBK Percentage Ratio 

Up to 50,000 100% 0.0167 

 50,000+ to 100,0000 70% 0.01169 

100,000+ to 200,000 50% 0.00835 

Upwards of 200,000 30% 0.00501 

 

LP Pools and Contract 

Nova Network has no ownership of Nova Token’s contract, nor does it have control of the pooled FTM-

NBK LP tokens on Paintswap, therefore, the token will remain tradeable and decentralised, just no 

longer officially supported. The company has full control over the NBK-SNT LP pools both on Paintswap 

and Spookyswap, and these pools will be fully drained. 

Team and Company Sales and Holdings 

The team has been advised not to sell any of their Nova Token (NBK) holdings, as the staff personal 

wallets will also take part on the compensation allocation. All the tokens that are in possession of the 

company, with the exception of those used for collateralising NovaPro’s deposits will be burned. The 

final circulating and total supply after the burning procedure is unknown at this stage. 

NBK Holders in NovaPro 



Users with NBK deposited on NovaPro will have their funds converted to SNT upon withdraw at the 

snapshot’s ratio. NBK will cease to be supported immediately after this proposal takes place, and no 

more interest will be paid on deposits and users will no longer be able to transfer or purchase NBK 

through there. 


